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Introduction   
1. Question   and   Answer   Session   (5   minutes)   
2. President’s   Report   (5   minutes)   

  
New   Business   

1. Department   of   Public   Safety   Presentation-   Sean   Ryder   and   Kenneth   Strother   (25   minutes)     
2. Featured   Office   Hours   Presentation-   Juan   Nova   and   Ayush   Alag   (5   minutes)   

  
  

  
Consent   Agenda   

1. Elections   Manager   Confirmation   
a. Britt   Masback   ‘24   

i. Hello   Everyone!   My   name   is   Britt,   and   I'm   a   first   year   from   Portland,   
Oregon   and   a   prospective   concentrator   in   the   School   of   Public   and   
International   Affairs.   On   campus,   I’m   part   of   Princeton’s   mock   trial   team,   
I   serve   as   a   Peer   Representative,   I   am   a   member   of   the   entrepreneurship   
club,   and   I   run   track   and   cross   country.   Feel   free   to   send   me   an   email   
anytime   you   want   to   chat   about   something   elections   or   life-related   at   
bmasback@princeton.edu   
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



  

  

  

  

  

  

  
SGRC   Approved   Clubs   List   

1. Black   Student-Athlete   Collective   
a. We,   the   Black   Student-Athlete   Collective   (BSAC),   recognize   that   Black   

Student-Athletes   at   Princeton   University   face   unique   challenges   in   navigating,   
enjoying,   and   performing   in   the   high   intensity   environment   created   by   the   
combination   of   elite   athletic   competition   and   onerous   academic   obligations.   To   
combat   these   challenges,   improve   students’   mental   health,   and   promote   a   culture   
of   inclusivity   and   acceptance,   BSAC   will   work   actively   to   build   relationships   
among   students,   coaches,   Princeton   Athletics   Department   staff,   and   the   wider   
campus   community;   create   networks   and   spaces   in   which   current   black   student   
athletes   can   interact   with   one   another   and   alumni;   and   promote,   create,   and   assist   
efforts   to   increase   diversity   amongst   students,   coaches,   and   staff.   In   doing   so,   it   is   
our   goal   to   ensure   that   both   future   and   current   Black   Student-Athletes   at   Princeton   
University   find   a   community,   in   which   they   are   heard,   supported,   and   successful   
through   the   entirety   of   their   academic   journeys.     

2. Common   Cents   
a. Common   Cents   Princeton   proclaims   that   it   has   been   founded   and   is   dedicated   to   

promote   and   encourage,   amongst   its   members:   
(1) To   provide   a   platform   for   Princeton   undergraduate   students   who   are   

passionate   about   personal   finance   to   gain   practical   knowledge   through   the   
pursuit   of   market-beating   returns.   

(2) To   focus   on   seeking   to   mend   the   financial   literacy   gap   seen   across   the   U.S.   
(3) To   create   a   community   of   members   that   are   dedicated   to   learning   more   

from   each   other   and   committed   to   promoting   real-world   financial   literacy   
to   the   broader   campus.   

3. FIRST@Princeton   
a. The    FIRST @Princeton   student   organization   proclaims   that   it   has   been   founded   

and   is   dedicated   to   promote   and   encourage,   amongst   its   members:     
(1) To   foster   community   amongst    FIRST    alumni   members   of   the   Princeton   

University   community   
(2) To   further   the   mission   of    FIRST ,   that   is,   to   “inspire   young   people   to   be   

science   and   technology   leaders   and   innovators,   by   engaging   them   in   
exciting   mentor-based   programs   that   build   science,   engineering,   and   



technology   skills,   that   inspire   innovation,   and   that   foster   well-rounded   life  
capabilities   including   self-confidence,   communication,   and   leadership.”   

(3) To   volunteer   and   give   back   to   the    FIRST    community   as   a   whole   
(4) To   promote   Princeton   University   amongst   the    FIRST    community   and   

broader   robotics   community   
4. Panel   to   the   People   Student   Group   

a. We   are   an   intercollegiate   organization   committed   to   facilitating   in   depth   
discussions   by   connecting   experts   with   diverse   perspectives   and   the   public   
regarding   salient   topics.   Panel   to   the   People   aims   to   bridge   the   gap   between   the   
issues   the   public   faces   and   the   processing   of   such   issues   in   an   interactive   manner   
through   nuanced   panel   discussions   of   topics   ranging   from   the   COVID-19   
pandemic   and   air   quality   to   mental   health   and   educational   reform.   

5. Princeton   Quantum   Computing   
a. Princeton   Quantum   Computing   proclaims   that   it   has   been   founded   and   is   

dedicated   to   promote   and   encourage,   amongst   its   members:     
b. Objectives   :     

(1) To   provide   a   space   for   Princeton   students   and   other   community   members   
interested   in   Quantum   Information   Science   (QIS).     

(2) To   facilitate   student   participation   in   external   quantum   hackathons,   
challenges,   and   other   competitions.     

(3) To   identify   opportunities   for   and   organize   trips   to   quantum   research   
facilities,   conferences,   and   guest   speakers.     

(4) To   foster   community   between   students,   faculty,   and   alum   interested   in   QIS   
and   form   a   network   of   contacts   in   academia   and   industry.     

(5) To   aid   students   in   learning   about   quantum   development,   quantum   
information   science   theory,   and   quantum   machine   learning   by   compiling   
resources   and   hosting   events   (quantum   challenges,   hackathons,   guest   
speakers).     

(6) To   contribute   to   open   source   quantum   development   libraries   (ex.   qiskit,   
pennylane   ).     

6. Princeton   University   Styling   Society   
a. The   Princeton   University   Styling   Society   proclaims   that   it   has   been   founded   and  

is   dedicated   to   promote   and   encourage,   amongst   its   members:    
(1) Self   care   through   the   form   of   maintaining,   coloring,   and   styling   hair   
(2) Building   a   positive,   supportive   and   inclusive   community   
(3) Promoting   good   mental   health   and   self   esteem   

7. Princeton   Women   in   Aeronautics   Association   
a. Preamble   not   available.   


